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This paper investigates the underlying principle of ‘economy’ in the Greek Orthodox monastery of
Vatopaidi, Mount Athos, in complementary relation to the monastic ideal of ‘virginity’ as the
means of separating monastic from secular life. In this context, ‘economy’ represents an internal
and external dichotomy: an economy within the spiritual self (‘economy of passions’) and the
monastery (‘law of the house’), expressed in traditional practices, such as prayer, confession,
psalmody, and painting; and an economy of relations between the monastery and the materialist
‘cosmopolitan’ world outside Athos, which is manifested by Vatopaidi’s strong financial and
political status in the Orthodox world. The material reveals the overlapping connection between
the notions of the ‘self’, the ‘monastery’, and the ‘world’, in order to critically evaluate the cultural
economy of Vatopaidi in relation to its historical past, and in connection to its present political
and economic status within and against the Greek state.
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Introduction: ‘Virginity’ and ‘Economy’

The Republic of Mount Athos is situated on the Mediterranean coast of Chalkidiki, today northern Greece. It consists of twenty autonomous territories that belong to twenty cardinal monasteries with their dependencies (smaller settlements such as sketes, cells, cloisters, cottages, seats, and hermitages). It is a physically isolated peninsula, a long thin piece of land that slides into the north Aegean Sea. On the map, it has the appearance of a disfigured finger pointing to the south. An imaginary line separates the male monastic world from the ‘cosmopolitan’ world as the monks call life outside their borders. The line forbids women to enter because according to its tradition this ‘virgin’ land belongs to the Virgin Mary (this is the infamous rule of the Avaton, Paganopoulos 2007). The monks accept the Virgin’s gifts, honey, fruits, fishes, bread and wine, and in turn they are obliged to her ‘virginity’, meaning that they have to keep the natural environment, which from their perspective includes the monasteries and their way of life, ‘unchanged for a thousand years’ as they claim (although in reality numerous fires, and the over-extraction of wood, have changed the landscape several times (Eleseos & Papaghiannis 1994).

Life inside the monasteries is coenobitic, meaning ‘communal’, based on praying during the night and working during the day. The monks share everything, from duties to food, as they are not allowed to have any private property except a small notebook in which to write their sins, so that they do not forget them during their confessions to the Abbot. The coenobitic mode of life was first introduced by St Athanasios the Athonite in 963 AD, with the foundation of the first Royal monastery of Meghisti Lavra, with the sponsorship of his childhood friend Emperor Nicephoros Phokas (Paganopoulos 2006). The tradition states that at the time when Athanasios was under pressure from hermits who rejected his communal life as a characteristic of the ‘Latin Church’ (Gillet 1987, p. 65, and Papachrysanthou 1992, p. 147), the Virgin Mary appeared to him, and after his death in 1004, she re-appeared to the first Abbot of Meghisti Lavra, introducing herself as the ‘economos’, meaning the ‘stewardess’ of the monastery. Following the apparitions, the role of economos (verger) was established with a double duty, one related to ‘spiritual’ (‘pneumatika’) matters, as the verger is responsible for cleaning and preparing the church and chapels for the night liturgies, and the other associated with administrative matters, as he also has to pay the lay workers in the evening after their daily work in the monastery.

‘Economia’ in Greek is translated as the ‘law’ (‘nomos’) of the ‘house’ (‘ecos’), referring to both the internal organization of communal life, and the external vocation of each Royal institution in the Orthodox world. Accordingly, the monks’ activities are divided into ‘inside the wall activities regarding several people who arrive as potential monks, pilgrims, or visitors, researchers, traders’, and ‘outside the wall activities of the monasteries regarding the missionary work inside and beyond the Greek state’ (Alpentzos 2002, pp. 14_15). Internal activities have to do with the traditional self-sustainability and independence of each monastery (theologically supported by the apparitions of Mary as economos), while external activities, referring to the financial, political, and military support to the Royal monasteries, offered by powerful ‘cosmopolitans’ (meaning ‘world [cosmos] citizens [politis]’), such as Emperors, traders, European Kings, and Ottoman Sultans (Papachrysanthou 1992, pp. 226_232), have been historically described as ‘reciprocal’ (Loizos & Papataxiarchis 1991, p. 16).

This double economic engagement of the monasteries illustrates Weber’s concept of the ‘economic impulse’ of ‘traditional brotherhoods’ as such: Originally, two opposite attitudes toward the pursuit of gain exist in combination. Internally, there is attachment to tradition and to the pietistic relations to fellow members of tribe, clan, and house-community, with the exclusion of the unrestricted quest of gain within the circle of those bound together by religious ties; externally, there is absolutely unrestricted play of the gain spirit in economic relations, every foreigner being an enemy in relation to whom ethical restrictions apply; that is, the ethics of internal and external relations are categorically distinct. (Weber 2003a, p. 356) Weber’s distinction of internal and external ‘economic impulse’ is not far from Durkheim’s distinction of monastic life as ‘separate’ from the ‘secular world’, based on his separation of the ‘sacred’ and the ‘profane’ (2002, p. 42).1 Weber argued that internal social relations are based on ‘religious ties’, while external relations are ethically ‘foreign’, and based on the ‘unrestricted quest of gain’. Here, Durkheim’s notions of the ‘sacred’, and Weber’s concept of ‘tradition’, are identical, specifically referring to religious ties, utilized by a set of customs, rules, and symbols, into a unified system, which is morally based on ideals of solidarity, in opposition to an external world of self-interest. This moral opposition of internal economy (sacred/traditional/communal), and external (profane/ contemporary/selfish), is illustrated by the monks’ separation of their communal life inside the monasteries, which the monks describe as ‘spiritualist’ (‘pneumatiki’), egalitarian, and ‘unchanged for a thousand years’, from the secular ‘materialist world’ (‘elestikos cosmos’, where the word ‘cosmopolitan’ is rooted) of self-interest and rapid change outside Athos. Interestingly, the Christian monks’ separation supports both Durkheim’s and Weber’s evaluation of the concept of ‘community’ as higher of that of individualist interest.

In the monasteries, internal and external activities are organized according to two distinctive hierarchies, ‘an informal spiritual hierarchy which exists parallel to other more institutionalised forms of rank’ (Sarris 2000, pp. 8_9). The ‘informal’ or ‘spiritual’ hierarchical system is based on the relationship between Father and Son, echoing the relationship of God to Jesus. It takes a number of different forms depending on the context in which it is adopted, such as between Elder and deacon, or priest and visitor, forming a kind of
‘spiritual kinship’ (Iossifides 1991), on the basis of various forms of ‘spiritual’ exchanges that take place inside the monasteries, through practices of faith, which aim to develop each monk’s ‘inner world’ (‘esoterikos cosmos’). On the other hand, the ‘formal’ or ‘administrative’ hierarchy has to do with the vocation of the monastery as a whole, referring to the set of exchanges taking place between the monastery as a religious institution of the Orthodox world and ‘cosmopolitan’ institutions outside Athos. The ‘administrative’ or ‘formal’ hierarchy is headed by the Abbot and the Council of nine Elders, who on the first day of every September distribute the annual tasks according to each monk’s ‘cosmopolitan’ background, education, and skills. The aims of this latter system are collective, organized in the impersonal terms of
ranking: Abbot, priest-monks, priest-deacons, ordinary monks, novices, as it has financial and political ends, constituting the vocation of each monastery in the Orthodox world. Although the two hierarchies are ideologically ‘disconnected’ (as in Bloch 2002[1979], p. 444), in her research on Orthodox nuns, Iossifides has highlighted the dependence and connection of ‘spiritual kinship’ to the ‘contact with and knowledge of the world beyond their convent walls (1991, p. 137).





The charis (grace, spirit) of God appreciates mild behaviour. That is why I advise you to be mild, sweet, calm, and humble in all your movements. (Joseph the Vatopaidian 1999, p. 54)

My fieldwork in Vatopaidi was hard. During the day, I had to work under the supervision of the priest on duty acting in the role of the verger (economos), while every second night I had to confess to a Cypriot priest, who became my ‘spiritual father’. In this way, during the day the verger supervised my body in terms of work, while at night the confessor looked into my soul through confession. One of my daily jobs was to use a knife to clean off the melted wax from used candles, in order for it to be re-used during liturgies. It was a repetitive job, and because of my clumsiness I often cut more wax off the candle than necessary. The verger however advised me to be patient, and cut the used candles properly, ‘because it is a matter of economy’. In learning to handle my hands in terms of economy of movement, I would then be able to respect the natural environment. He told me ‘just like Jesus recycled His body we recycle the wax’. But also through this symbolic act of ‘recycling’, the monks save candles to sell through a network of churches and
religious shops in Orthodox countries. Because my wrists were already hurting after cleaning only a few candles, the verger asked me to loudly repeat the words of the Jesus Prayer ‘Lord Jesus Have Mercy on Me the Sinner’ while cutting the melted wax from the candles, as a technique to develop rhythm in the movement of my hands, and in relation to my breathing. Indeed, after an hour of reciting the words, I was automatically moving the knife on the wax, breathing according to the rhythm of the words of the prayer. The verger offered a second reason for constantly repeating the ‘blessing’ (as they call the prayer), to keep my thoughts ‘concentrated to God at all times’, in order to avoid any ‘dangerous thoughts’ (logismoi), memories of my ‘cosmopolitan’ past, and/or private desires, which would have led me ‘to think of a passion and to sin’. If a ‘dangerous’ thought passed my mind, for example the memory of my girlfriend, or if I was feeling tired and angry with the monks because of the hard and unpaid work I was doing, I then had to tell my ‘spiritual father’ in my night confession to him.

According to the Vatopaidians, human passions are the cause of sin. Guilt, anger, and human sickness are the external symptoms of the human passions that torture someone inside, his ‘soul’. The monks believe that ‘the sins torturing the soul’ are manifested by ‘sinful’ individualist behaviour, which at times can be neurotic, excessive, paranoid, and so on. Anger is a passion to be avoided because it demonstrates an excessive attitude towards the environment, natural and human: ‘Arrogance and overwhelming self-confidence are the main characteristics of the Devil. The man who wants to get rid of these demonic energies from inside him has to imitate Jesus, who is calm and humble in heart. In essence, calmness and humility are the characteristics of the Holy Spirit’ (Ephraim of Vatopaidi 2001, p. 100). In this sense, ‘economy’ is understood as the personal attitude of each individual towards a non-excessive and non-wasteful life in the ‘spiritual’ sense of Weber’s analysis of early Christian asceticism as the ‘spirit of capitalism’ (2003b), where he understands ‘spirit of capitalism’ as the ascetic morality of not being excessive. However, anger is not a sin, as it is also the necessary means for the Elders in dealing with matters of obedience, regarding the conduct of younger monks. The Abbot continues: ‘But if the time comes that he has to get angry, this anger comes only from the lips, not the Heart. In other words, it is not a passion. On the contrary, it is on straight line with the advice be angry but do not sin’ (Ephraim of Vatopaidi 2001, p. 104). At times, an Elder has to be angry if a novice disobeys him in order to teach him the right order. Thus, emotions become the means in building a monastic self, but they have to be tamed, controlled, and then used to educate less experienced monks. This process takes place through collective ‘techniques of the body’ (as in Mauss 2006, pp. 77_95), practices of faith such as prayer, confession, and fasting, which form a complete ‘technology of the self’ (as in Foucault 1988, pp. 17_49). The Vatopaidians understand the ‘passions’ that torture the soul to be associated with each monk’s ‘cosmopolitan’ past: memories of his family that he left behind, sinful desires that may come in his dreams, or temporary problems and negative thoughts about another brother monk. These are things coming from the ‘outside world’, passions ‘which each one of us carries in here, like dirt’ (personal communication with a Vatopaidian priest, 5 April 2003). Catharsis from this state of mind comes only through confession. According to my confessor, the aim of the practice is to restore the order inside the monk by ‘self-reflection’, and by following a set of cathartic practices that includes prayer, prostrations, and fasting:

‘Fasting is not only the means to master and control the body, but also to control anger and emotions. It is necessary in doing economy, because if you stop fasting, then adultery follows, because both are things that you shouldn’t be doing in the first place. The emotional man is drunk with his passions, so fasting must be both of the heart and of the body. God help the ones who get drunk without wine!’.

This process of repentance also highlights the central authority of the Abbot to whom all the monks confess, allowing him to supervise the monastery as a whole, by knowing the secrets of each individual brother. In this hierarchical way, body and soul are constantly supervised by God, that is, the community as a whole represented by the central authority of the Abbot. Central value in Vatopaidi’s everyday life is ‘blind obedience’ to the daily program, and to the wishes of the Elders. The Elders have a test in teaching obedience to novices: first they ask for a glass of water from the novice, but when the latter brings it the Elder empties the glass on the floor. If the novice protests, the Elder knows that he has not yet grasped the essence of obedience first toward communal life, and second inwards himself. If, on the other hand, he accepts the irrational action of his Elder, then he shows signs of improvement by rejecting his ‘cosmopolitan’ ego for the coenobitic life. In this context, they believe that the Elders ‘sacrifice their time’ (personal communication with a Vatopaidian monk, 25 September 2002), by volunteering to take care of the administrative, legal, and financial matters of the brotherhood as a whole, ‘because the system takes care of everything. Nobody worries for the simplest necessities for his existence, as he has to take care of his task, and he can concentrate on his profession to fight against the passions and desires. He does not only need Faith, but also he has the Abbot, his spiritual father and guide’ (Joseph the Vatopaidian 1999, p. 84). Thus, the Elder takes care of the novice, while the novice has to be obedient to the Elder. This exchange is exemplified by the Vatopaidian saying ‘Obedience or Death’:

The enlightened mind is the person who struggles without passions (apatheia) achieving a life of an angel on earth. The virginity of a monk is not only external, as some think. Above all, it is internal, a matter of the heart. The obedient subordinate, with his acceptance and deed of service (thelima, ‘the Elder’s will’), and within the love of the Church, gradually achieves to cleanse his heart, which is the right path toward a virgin life. The monk who leads a virgin life tastes the life of the angels. (Ephraim of Vatopaidi 2001, p. 56)

In these words, ‘virginity’ is not physical, as most of the monks nowadays are not sexually virgin, but a matter of obedience to the Elders in the form of ‘acceptance’ (as in Rappaport 1999, pp. 119_124). The ‘internal virginity’ is an ideal towards which each monk ‘economically’ struggles, by restraining his ‘passions’ as the means towards the self-liberating mental state of apatheia. This mental state is revealed in terms of the daily conduct of the monk, as apatheia can be seen on the monks’ emotionless but kind face




Every noon, as a reward for my morning work, the verger took me, and the novice I was working with, to the empty church to sing thanksgiving hymns to Mary. He was keen on my voice, and even suggested that I might become a member of the Choir one day. For the Vatopaidians, the act of singing is a ‘spiritual revelation’. The notation of the Byzantine music texts consisted of notes, called ‘spirits’ (‘pneumata’), written in black ink, and ‘body/ hand movements’ (‘neumata’), which are signs noting the movement of the hands of the priest who conducts the song, written in red ink. The music scores were laid in three voices. I sang the top voice, which is also called ‘Spirits’ (‘pneumata’) constituting the melody. The novice sang the middle part, called ‘Bodies’ (‘somata’), which consists of single-tone movements keeping the rhythm. The verger sang the lower voice, called ‘Substances’ (‘hypostases’), producing a hypnotic unifying sound, which dynamically directs the movement of the whole piece by ‘holding’ (‘kratema’) the tonal mode. The symbolic connection of the three voices is associated to the nature of the Holy Trinity ‘One Being Three Substances’.

As we were singing the songs to Mary, I felt all the tiredness floating away from my body, and my heart inside me started beating stronger. It felt like an elevation. ‘Did you feel that, did you see the Mother of God?’, the Father was excitedly asking me after we had finished. He often took out of a box the most precious item of the monastery, the Girdle of the Virgin Mary, ‘where Jesus laid His head’. ‘Smell it’ he urged. It had the finest perfume, made from flowers. ‘This is the miracle of the Mother of God. This belt has never stopped smelling in a thousand years’, he said proudly. But what I had in mind was a close friend of mine in Thessaloniki who runs a shop that sold perfumes. She had told me that every month the shop sold large amounts of perfume to Athonite monks, I imagine not for them.

Music is essential in Vatopaidian everyday life. The eight musical modes of the Byzantine scale are used to organize the year in terms of musical sounds, according to the Octoechos (meaning ‘eight sounds/modes’), the service book that contains the canons and hymns used in everyday services. Octoechos is the most important liturgical book of collective psalmodies, in terms of organizing the annual ‘liturgical cycle’. It contains eight musical modes, each one to be sung during the liturgies for two weeks. Every two weeks
the Vatopaidians change mode (8 sounds x 2 weeks _ 16 weeks), and hence, every year they go through the Octoechos three times (16 weeks x 3 _ 48 weeks). The six remaining weeks belong to the movable celebration of Easter, which takes place according to the other liturgical book, the Paschalion. In this way, each month, each week, each day, and each hour, has its own hymns and passages sung in the church. Their ‘symbiosis within nature’ comes in moral terms to be a ‘pure’ way of life, based on ‘natural’ techniques, such as singing:

There are no musical instruments in Byzantine music. Because God wants us to use our own instrument, the one He (sic) gave us, our voice, just like the birds. (personal communication with a Vatopaidian priest, 1 October 2002)

The Vatopaidians perceive Byzantine music as the natural sound of the peninsula. Any other kind of music performed with instruments is not to be heard in the monasteries. Through the traditional practice of psalmody the monks connect to nature, which they consider to be the pure expression of God, ‘God’s Building’ (ktisis), expressing their gratitude to Mary for letting them stay in her Garden, and for taking care of the internal economy of the monastery by offering her nature’s products, oil, wine, and bread. In this way, they increase their sense of belonging: first belonging to the landscape of which the monasteries are thought to be natural parts, and second, belonging to the tradition of Vatopaidi in particular. If a novice shows talent in singing during his training, the Abbot gives him the name of one of the legendary composers of the monastery, obliging thus the monk to follow the tradition and example of his new name.

Besides the educational, communal, and spiritualist aspects of singing, the value of Vatopaidi’s choir has a real financial significance, as they annually produce and distribute hundreds of CDs, CD-ROMs, and videotapes with recordings of the choir among other items. The Vatopaidian choir is worldwide famous. The Vatopaidians produce and distribute their CDs either through a network of churches and religious shops around the Orthodox world, or by using the Internet, offering the chance to both women and men to listen to their psalms. The Internet, has hundreds of active sites, such as ‘Vatopaidi.com’ and ‘AthensShop.com’,5 selling hymns and other products from handmade crosses and rosaries to copies of miraculous icons and blessed items with healing powers. Such sacred products are also sold through a network of churches and religious shops all over the Orthodox world (Paganopoulos 2007, pp. 131_132), forming a global ‘occult economy’ (Comaroff & Comaroff 2000, p. 310) based on the Vatopaidian tradition, the sacred source. In this way, the monks sell their faith that first comes from inside the ‘virgin’ Garden, and their ‘virgin’ bodies (practices of faith), to a ‘world’ (‘cosmos’) outside the monastery. The technique of psalmody, a ‘spiritual revelation’ as described above, is reproduced through new media technologies, illustrating the term ‘cultural economy’ as defined by Ray and Sayer: ‘culture’ springing out from inside the self, and ‘economy’
referring to the external conditions, which are ‘social, aesthetic, and geohistorically specific’ (1999, p. 6).

However, ‘practice is larger, more complex, more messy, than can be grasped with any particular logic’ (Law 2002, p. 34). Hence an investigation, which is both empirical and historical, is necessary to show how in everyday reality the two realms of human activity (culture and economics) are blended in practice, as well as how they combine ‘in different strengths the abstract, the expressive, the affective, and the aesthetic, making each distinctive, while not making any combination, such as the material and the symbolic exclusive to any one sector’ (du Gay & Pryke 2002, p. 13). In developing this definition, du Gay and Pryke use Weber’s ‘plural creation of historically specific ethics of ‘‘life orders’’’ (p. 10), in order to argue for the necessity to situate cultural economies within their respective historical, social, and economic
context.

The Revival of Vatopaidi

One exported miraculous item is the icon of Pantanassa, a portrait of the Virgin Mary holding little Jesus, painted in the 19th century by Russian monks, at a time when Vatopaidi was funded by the Russian Tsar and the Patriarch Anthimos III. According to Greek scholars (Sidiropoulos 2000, pp. 106_107), in 1903 the number of Russian monks (3,496) was greater than Greeks (3,276). However, by the time the Republic was included within the borders of the Greek state in 1923, most non-Greek monks were expelled over the controversy of the ‘Glorifiers of the Name’, a Russian movement of monks, whose doctrine argued that only the name of ‘Jesus’ in the Jesus Prayer contains the whole divinity of God (Gillet 1987, p. 85). The movement was centralized in the monastery of St Panteleimon, and the Vatopaidian Skete (village) of Serrai dedicated to St Andrew. In 1915, the condemnation of movement by the Greek ‘Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople’ as ‘heretic’ resulted to the expulsion of most of Russian monks (Sidiropoulos 2000, p. 107). Furthermore, following the Greek Civil War (1946_1949), the remaining Russian and Bulgarian monks were also expelled, accused by their Greek ‘brothers’ of being ‘communists’ because of their nationality. The political conflicts had an impact that changed the demography of Mount Athos, resulting in the decrease of its population from 2,878 monks in 1943 to 1,145 in 1971 (Mantzaridis 1980, p. 191). The last Russian monk of Vatopaidi’s ‘Russian Skete of Serrai’ died in 1971.

However, during this period a few Greek ‘charismatic’ monks (from the Greek word ‘charis’, meaning grace, spirit, elegance and happiness), such as Joseph the Hesychast (1897_1959), revived the ‘spirituality’ of the coenobitic (communal) life inside the monasteries, which was lost at the time, according to Greek monks (Filotheitis 2008, pp. 26_52). Joseph the Hesychast revived the mystical tradition of Hesychasm (‘Silence’), which is based on the practice of the Jesus Prayer as instructed by St Gregorios Palamas (1296_ 1359), who was a monk of Vatopaidi in his youth. According to the stories published by his disciples, such as Ephraim Filotheitis (2008), Joseph had a ‘supernatural’, quality (as in Weber 1968, p. 19) that magnetized young men around him, and an entrepreneurial ‘calling’ (as in Goldman’s reading of Weberian ‘charisma’, 1991, p. 30). Unlike the stereotype of the isolated monk praying to the sky, he frequently travelled to Greece and Cyprus, searching and forming new companions of (mainly Greek) disciples, who followed him back into Athos, in order to repopulate deserted monastic settlements. Joseph’s inward-turning ‘spirituality’ made his ‘charisma’ essentially apolitical, as he managed to bridge the political gap and minimize the damage of the Civil War, while reviving the general interest to monastic life as an alternative to secular life, by restoring its ‘spiritual’ prestige (Ephraim of Vatopaidi 2001, p. 76, Joseph the Vatopaidian 2002, pp. 41_
60, and Ephraim Filotheitis 2008). His ‘charis’ increased after his death in 1959, as his disciples took over six out of the twenty monasteries on Athos, and a number of monasteries outside, such as St Anthony in Arizona, the Forerunner in Essex, and Machaira in Cyprus.

One of his disciples is Joseph the Vatopaidian, who formed two companions of mainly Greek Cypriot monks that took over the monastery of Koutloumousiou in 1980, and revived the coenobitic life of Vatopaidi ten years later, in 1990. Joseph the Vatopaidian, illustrating Weber’s notion of the ‘Priest’ (1968, p. 254), institutionalized the values and ‘spirituality’ of the charismatic Joseph the Hesychast into a collective programme, based on daily work and nightly prayer. He also re-introduced the notion of ‘economy’ in everyday life, particularly regarding the training of novices. Because most of them grew up in urban environments, they could not take the hardships of monastic life, and so their Elders had to be patient and mild with their training:

The introduction of the spirit of ‘economy’ in our era is not breaking the rules rejecting our Father’s Canon, because it is the result of the decline of the physical powers oftoday’s man . . . Me, and my brothers of the same age, were able to keep the pains of monastic life (filoponia, meaning ‘friend of pain’) without effort but with patience. However, our disciples were unable to follow, and that was not because they betrayed their will. Although they had the will to make an effort towards zealot life, they had to compromise because of their physical weaknesses. (Joseph the Vatopaidian 2002, p. 33)

In the 20th century, the term ‘economy’ signified a kind of personal management, as the Elders had to be careful with how they approached each novice, making monastic life less demanding and more accessible to the youth, in order to attract more young men to monasticism without scaring them away. In this ‘economic’ way, Joseph’s disciples successfully continued to bring more companions of young monks into Vatopaidi, increasing its population from 48 monks in 1986 (Mantzaridis 1997, p. 172) to more than a hundred nowadays, most of them from Cyprus. In 1990, Joseph appointed as Abbot of Vatopaidi his disciple Ephraim, and two years later, the latter revived the Vatopaidian ‘Russian’ Serrai into a Greek Cypriot institution, the new Athoniada School, where the traditions of communal life, including the techniques of psalmody and painting, are taught to more novices. The Skete is an emblem of Greek nationalism, as it was the only Greek school open during the Ottoman years, with an important contribution to the foundation of the Greek state in 1830, producing a number of national heroes, such as Rigas Ferraios. The new Vatopaidians have moved their ‘laboratories’ there, where they preserve or restore their ancient miraculous paintings, by using the latest technology, ultraviolet and digital photography, x-rays, and computer analysis. They work in co-operation with the Greek Archaeological Service, and the ‘Computer Vision and Image Processing Group’, Department of Informatics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. Since 1999, the project is funded by the ‘European Heritage Laboratories Action’. At the ‘laboratories’, the Vatopaidians re-create copies of the Russian icon of Pantanassa, which they sell on the Internet, or through a network of churches particularly in Russia. On great occasions, they also travel to Moscow for public pilgrimages to the icon. A number of pilgrims bring with them golden or silver plates of body parts (a silver leg for a broken leg, a golden heart for heart problems), which they place on the icon in exchange for a miracle, usually to heal a relative from a serious sickness or accident. These gifts are called tamata (meaning ‘promises’), as the faithful promise to follow God’s will by sacrificing some of their wealth, in order to reciprocate God’s miraculous ‘spirit’. In these ‘spiritual’ exchanges, monks are the mediators and profit makers. Visitors can also buy ready-made tamata from the shop inside the monastery, along with other sacred products, from hand-made rosaries and crosses, to copies of miraculous icons and books with the teachings of the Josepheoi. In Moscow, the icon of Pantanassa has increased its reputation for healing women from cancer, and for even resurrecting a dead child (Ephraim of Vatopaidi 2001, pp. 37_38). As a priest of Vatopaidi told me:

I know many women who were miraculously cured from cancer, while they were praying. First they hold the icon on their chest and then after saying loudly the Jesus Prayer they felt a heat on their ill body part. This is a sign of curing. Some have even seen the Virgin Mary appear to them. (personal communication, 27 March 2003)





Nowadays, the increasing tourist industry is based on the nostalgic belief that this is the last ‘virgin paradise’ on the planet, contradicting the tradition of ‘virginity’ of the landscape itself. The number of visitors who want to pay their respects to the miraculous Garden has reached more than fifty thousand per year (Greek newspaper Macedonia 2005, p. 31) and the waiting time for a visit can last up to two months. Vatopaidi has 400 beds, but particularly on celebrations they are booked months in advance. I refer to visitors in the sense that they are also pilgrims, as access is restricted to non-Christians. But at the same time, visitors offer a steady income to the monastery, buying its products from the shop, making tamata, and donations for its preservation. In this sense, the faster they move from one monastery to another (two nights maximum stay), the more visitors a monastery gets a year, and consequently the more money it makes. This income is based on the traditional value of hospitality, which obliges the monks to offer shelter to anyone in need.

However, according to self-proclaimed ‘zealot’ (traditionalist) monks, the ‘modernized’ monks of Vatopaidians abuse the tradition of hospitality, making Athos ‘a hotel’. ‘They will even let women come in for a swim’ a monk of the neighbouring rival monastery of Esfigmenou once commented to me (personal communication, 2 December 2002). Nevertheless, the Vatopaidians have limited the access of the visitors at the archontariki (guesthouse), Refectory, Catholicon (main church), and at the Chapel of the Girdle of the Virgin Mary, which is the item most of them came to see. Visitors are not allowed near the monks’ cells and facilities, while on abstinence days the monks spend most of their time separately in their cells and chapels. In this way, they keep their lives as separately as possible from the noisy ‘cosmopolitans’. Furthermore, they use practices of faith, such as confession, to keep their monastery clean from the moral pollution the visitors carry with them from the ‘cosmopolitan world’. The monks believe that ‘cosmopolitan’ visitors ‘smell bad’, ‘depending on the degree of their sins’’ (Filotheitis 2008, pp. 245_246). For this reason, the first thing the Vatopaidians ask a visitor is if he has confessed prior to his visit, and if not, it is requested of him to do so immediately. This request is necessary for allowing visitors to sleep in the monastery, drawing a line between those who have confessed and can stay in the monastery, and those who have to leave.

Vatopaidi has ten priests (including the Abbot) who confess visitors. Despite the traditional rules and practices of repentance (prayer, prostrations, fasting, and sleep deprivation), which are the same for everyone, how each priest approaches contemporary controversial issues, such as sexual intercourse before marriage, differs in terms of strictness and ‘economy’. I remember one morning I overheard at the secretary’s office a conversation between two priests arguing about the confession of a Bulgarian visitor.
I understood from their discussion that the priest, who was acting in the role of ‘spiritual father’, had asked the visitor to separate from his girlfriend, or marry her: ‘Since he knows it is a sin to make love before marriage, why is he continuing to do so?’ he told the other priest. But the other priest did not agree with his approach:

You have to be careful with his (the visitor’s) confessions for two reasons: first you might affect their relationship that could end up happily in the church; and second, you will make the girlfriend to stay away from the Church. And you, being his spiritual father, how are you going to explain all this mess to God, when you go to confess to the Abbot? (personal communication, 20 September 2002)

In this context, ‘economy’ is the means of approaching those who have recently arrived from the ‘cosmopolitan world’ in a patient and mild way, gradually bringing them into the Orthodox rules, in order not to scare them away: ‘Don’t forget that we live in an era of economy’, meaning that we have to be economic towards the human being (economoume ton anthropo), because as we know the people today do not have the same strength as they used to in the old times . . . the spiritual father has to have the ability to penetrate the heart of each man, in order to ask him for things that he can carry and practice’ (Ephraim
of Vatopaidi 2001, pp. 118_119). Thus, by showing ‘economy’ towards the visitors, each priest is able to develop an intimate ‘spiritual’ relation with his ‘spiritual child’, offering him his advice about matters regarding ‘cosmopolitan’ life. In advising the visitor, the priest becomes a kind of ‘identity expert’, trying to resolve the ‘ontological insecurities’ in the visitor’s life (as in Bauman 1998, p. 68), and conversely, the visitor is morally obliged to return to Vatopaidi for more confessions, as the priest becomes his ‘spiritual father’ for life.

It is on the ‘spiritual’ basis of Father (priest) and Child (visitor) through which the confessor gains an advantage over the visitor, as the latter is obliged to the Father in the same way he would have been obliged towards his biological parents. The visitor has to listen and learn, and in return, to offer his support by donating something to the monastery. Nowadays, frequent visitors of Vatopaidi include Greek and EU politicians, civil servants, rich traders, powerful representatives of the Orthodox Church, and even the
Prince of Wales who is a personal friend of the Abbot. They are his ‘spiritual children’ offering their confession to him. In return, the Abbot blesses their ‘friendship’, that is, the financial and political support to Vatopaidi _ as it was a thousand years ago. He uses his ‘spiritual’ powers to influence public decisions regarding the monastery, as his double authoritarian position connects the spiritual and administrative realms into one, the Vocation of the Monastery as a whole.

In 1998, the Abbot and the Council of Elders of Vatopaidi began a legal process against the Greek state, claiming the lake Vistonida in northern Greece in accordance with old Ottoman rulings. Its claims were followed by three other monasteries, Koutloumousiou, Xenophontos, and Dionysiou,7 all belonging to ‘spiritual’ children of Joseph the Hesychast. Ten years later, on 9 January 2008, six women, led by the MP Amanatidou-Pashalidou, broke the rule of Avaton (the prohibition of women from entering the peninsula) jumping over the fence at the borders with the secular town Ierissos. They were protesting against Vatopaidi’s claim upon 80,000 square metres of land situated at the highly commercial area of Chalkidiki, which includes a number of shops, residencies, and hotels. Their symbolic move brought serious protests from all corners of Greek society, and the six women had to publicly apologize for their action. However, their bravery revealed the political and financial involvement of the monasteries in secular life, which were
religiously veiled under the monastic values of poverty, humility, and harmony, based on the separateness of their sacred tradition from our profane life. The historical background to this involvement of Vatopaidi in Greek life goes back to the inclusion of the Republic in 1923 within the Greek state, which on the one hand,
guaranteed its independence, making it a tax-free heaven, but on the other, the monasteries lost the estate they owned outside Athos, properties and land called metochia, which were given to them as endorsements from powerful donors. In socialist countries, such as Romania, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Russia, Vatopaidi lost a huge amount of land, which was redistributed to farmers. Once, an Elder of Vatopaidi told me: ‘they say that the Ottomans destroyed our way of life. But it is not true. As long as we paid tax to them they respected us, because they feared our God. It was the rise of the Bolsheviks that took everything from us’ (personal communication, 5 April 2003). In non-socialist countries, such as Greece and Cyprus, the monasteries retained some estate, but most of the monastic land was promised to be given to the new refugees coming in waves from Turkey, as part of the compulsory exchange of populations between Turkey and Greece that took place in 1922, 1932, and 1952 (see also Alexandris 2004, pp. 117_132), a kind from gift of the monks to the homeless Christians. However, from the monks’ perspective
these gifts were not satisfactory returned.

Following the locals’ January protests, further revelations came to light in the Greek media regarding a number of secret exchanges of the disputed lake with prominent properties in Greek cities, that took place between the Greek government and Vatopaidi. In August 2008, Greek newspapers named the involvement of a number of ministers and government agents in handing to Vatopaidi, almost for nothing, land that cost over 60 million euro (Greek newspaper Eleutherotypia 2008c). It was revealed that the prosecutors involved, were ‘spiritual children’ of the Abbot himself (Eleutherotypia 2008b), and even the Public Prosecutor had taken trips to the Greek islands in the company of the Abbot, days before he was meant to make a decision over the Vatopaidian claims regarding the lake in 2002 (Eleutherotypia 2008a). It was also revealed that the properties given to them were then sold to two offshore American companies, which belonged to investors and lawyers acting on behalf of the monastery itself! This brought to light new accusations of ‘dirty money laundering’.

In response to the crisis, the representatives of the monasteries of the Holy Committee, and the Patriarch Vartholomeos, asked the Abbot Ephraim to resign from his position, which he did in December 2008. Furthermore, the Greek state prosecutor has called the Abbot and the head of Treasury of Vatopaidi, along with a number of Greek officials, agents, and lawyers, to be tried in 2009 (Eleutherotypia 2009). There is a strong possibility, if everything works according to the law, and without further ‘spiritual’ influences, that they will end up in jail. On the other hand, the local citizens of the areas disputed by the monastery would hardly describe their relationship to the Vatopaidians as ‘reciprocal’. Athos is a ‘gift’ to Greece in Mauss’s sense: a ‘gift’ and a ‘poison’ at the same time (2002, p. 81), being both the ‘spirit’ of the Greek nation, and a burden to the Greek state.

NOTES
1. ‘Monasticism . . . artificially organizes a milieu that is apart from, outside of, and closed to
the natural milieu where ordinary men live a secular life and that tends almost to be its
antagonist. From thence as well comes mystical asceticism, which seeks to uproot all that
may remain of man’s attachment to the world. Finally, from thence comes all forms of
religious suicide, the crowning logical step of asceticism, since the only means of
escaping profane life fully and finally is escaping life altogether’ (Durkheim 2002, p. 42).
2. Weber in discussing post-war European society argued that ‘because death is meaningless,
civilized life as such is meaningless . . . ‘‘progressiveness’’’ (1968, p. 299), which in
relation to his ‘Protestant’ thesis also meant a ‘meaningless’ turn away from the religious
community inwards the secular self. Durkheim, on the other hand, argued that ‘Egoism
has been universally classified among the amoral traits . . . If there is such a thing as
morality, it must necessarily link man to goals that go beyond the circle of individual
interests’ (1973, p. 65). In comparing Weber with Durkheim we see that they both
approach communal life in a nostalgic and exotic way, as the unrecoverable tradition of
village life. Furthermore, as Parry has argued, the concept of ‘self-interest’ in itself is ‘our
invention’, an aspect of ‘an ethicised salvation religion’ that ‘encourages the separation of
persons from things’ (1986, p. 468).
3. In Hamilton’s edition of criticisms of Weber (1991), Razzel writes that the ‘spirit of
capitalism’ is ‘nothing but a more secularized version of the protestant ethic which
develops over time through the process of rationalization’ (p. 134). However, Razzell
surpasses Weber’s two historical chapters on the roots of capitalism regarding the early
Christian ascetics of the second century AD (Chapter IV ‘The Religious Foundations of
Worldly Asceticism’, and Chapter V ‘Asceticism and the Spirit of Capitalism’) in which the
‘spirit’ means a non-excessive attitude towards life.
4. Vatopaidi has a long tradition in hymnography, going back to the 15th century composer
Joseph Domesticos Koukouzelis, whose work was then developed by two other 16th
century Vatopaidian monks, Arsenios the Younger and the New Koukouzelis. A few
centuries later, the famous composer Neophytes Kausokalyviotis taught at the
Vatopaidian ‘Athoniada School’, with the financial support of the Greek Patriarchate in
Istanbul. Most recently, another famous composer came from Vatopaidi, Romanos (1889_
1966), and his disciple Ignatius (1913_1994). These are all names given during their
ordinations (Tonsures) to novices with talent in singing.
5. http://www.athenshop. com/en/Holy_Monastery_Of_Vatopedi_CDRoms.asp http://www.
tagtuner.com/music/albums/Monks_of_the_Vatopedi_Monastery
6. From the Official Journal of the European Communities 23 March1999, ‘Written Question
E-0181/99’.
7. Monasteries of Koutloumousiou: 4,500 square meters in the highly tourist area of Toroni,
including a number of hotels. Vatopaidi: 8,608 square meters in Stageira-Akanthou area,
and 12 fields at Kallikrateia, near Thessaloniki. Xenophontos: 53,000 square metres of
Sithonia, Chalkidiki’s middle peninsula. Dionysiou: 15,400 square metres in Ormelia. All
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